
Securing T-key Withdraw from, plug into the locking slots and 

correct the modulating pressure by turning. 
(One turn of the adjusting screw produces a 

pressure change of approx. 0.2 bar).

Repair note
Phased in as of May '93, a modified modulating The screw cap is irreparably damaged when it is 

pressure unit has been installed. Testing the removed and must be replaced when the work is 

modulating pressure with a pressure gauge is complete. The new cap must be pressed on in 
generally no longer required. the basic position after adjusting the specified 

However, in the case of repair should the modulating pressure.

modulating pressure need to be corrected by 
more than 0.2 bar, the modulating pressure can 

be adjusted as previously by removing the screw 

cap (60b).

At the specified modulating pressure, the screw 
cap is installed in the "basic position" position (A).

It is possible to reduce the modulating pressure 

by 0.2 bar by turning the screw cap (60b) from 

position "A" to "B".

This correction is achieved by turning up to the 
stop.
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A Basic position

B Reduced by 0.2 bar

The thrust pin (59a) has also been modified with 

the introduction of the new modulating pressure 

unit.

59a Thrust pin

60 Modulating pressure unit

60a Adjusting screw

60b Screw cap
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B. Measuring governor pressure



Pressure gauge (measuring range up to 10 bar) Connect, disconnect at test connection "MR".

Note
On model 202, loosen crossmember on 

transmission.

Test drive car on the chassis dynamometer or on the road in 

selector lever position "D".

Note
One single formula applies to all vehicles:

>0.5 bar at v > 30 km/h.

If the value displayed differs or if no governor 
pressure is measured, remove, clean and install 

centrifugal governor, replace if required.

Notes on vehicles with solenoid valve to heat 

up catalytic converter (Y 3/2).

On vehicles with shift point retard solenoid valve 

(Y3/2), the pressure line must be unscrewed at 
the measuring connection for governor pressure 

("MR").

Installation note

Loosen bracket for solenoid valve (Y3/2) on 

transmission housing, unscrew oil line (O) on 
centrifugal governor cover and pressure oil line 

on measuring connection for governor pressure 

("MR").

Install banjo bolts with new aluminum sealing 
rings. Then first tighten pressure oil line (MR). 

After this, tighten oil line (O) and bracket for the 
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solenoid valve (Y3/2).

Special tool
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